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Light into Shadows
for kemençe, kanun, clarinet/bass clarinet and cello
Light into Shadows for kemençe, kanun, clarinet in Bb/bass clarinet and cello was commissioned by Grenoble Festival for Neva Özgen, Serkan Halili, Carjez Gerretson and David Louwerse (Ensemble Variances) and prémièred at Le Volcan, Le Havre and in Eu, Normandy 4-5, 7 April 2017.

This project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement No 648810).
to Güç Gülle, Neva Özgen and Ensemble Variances
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\[ B \]
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\[ \text{Kanun} \]
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\[ \text{p} \]
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\[ \text{fp} \]

\[ \text{ord.} \]
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II. Metelik
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III. Nikriz
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